
	 	
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MISSION:   
 

PhillyTweens.com is a comprehensive resource for parents and kids (aged 8-14) 
attempting to navigate the city and the world. Created out of organic necessity 
after noticing a deficiency in resources for this unique age group, PhillyTweens is a 
platform that unites parents and tweens in conversation and spirit. We offer 
expert advice; first-hand stories; school, camp, and activity directories; and 
updates on events that interest kids in this tricky age group.  
 
WHO WE ARE: 
 

Paige Wolf, Founder and Editor 
Paige Wolf is an author, writer, publicist, and advocate dedicated to creating meaningful 
progressive change locally and globally. Paige owns Paige Wolf Media & Public Relations, a B 
Corporation offering communications services to clients who contribute to a sustainable world 
and positive change. Her book and blog Spit That Out! The Overly Informed Parent’s Guide to 
Raising Healthy Kids in the Age of Environmental Guilt has received national acclaim 
from People.com, Pregnancy & Newborn Magazine, Babble, US Weekly, Parents.com, and 
more. Paige regularly appears as a sustainability expert on television and writes about 
parenting, activism, and sustainability for dozens of publications including The Philadelphia 
Inquirer, Grid, MindBodyGreen, Prevention, Philadelphia Magazine, Rodale’s Organic Life, 
ScaryMommy, XO Jane, and The Huffington Post. Paige lives in Philadelphia with her husband, 
two children, and an American Hairless Terrier. 

Jessica Stuebner, Director of Business Development 

Jess is a city mama living with her blended family including her husband, four boys and Golden 
Retriever/Lab Yankee. She spent the better part of a decade as an elementary school teacher, 
while also earning her Masters of Education in Educational Policy from the University of 
Pennsylvania. While teaching, Jess also was an adjunct professor at both MONTCO and Cabrini 
Colleges, a Nordstrom employee (top shoe dog!), and a professional tutor – all of which 
contribute to her diverse background. Jess is active in the community, volunteering with 
various programs, including those within the three schools her children attend. 



	 	
As Featured On:  

                             
 

A Sampling of Brands We Have Worked With 
 

Music Theatre Philly     Appel Farms           Center City Orthodontics         Snapology 
AR Workshops              School of Rock    Urban Air Adventure Park        PhieldHouse 
Julian Krinsky Camps   Penn Charter     The Business of Doing Good    Penn Museum 
Independence Seaport   Fusion Academy    Villanova Soccer Camp             Curio Theater 
Liberty Lakes Camp         Hebrew Helpers     Piperwai Natural Deodorant   Disney Circle   
The Bryn Mawr Center   Spark the Wave      Philly Improv Theater      Live Nation  
 



	 	

 
 
Advertising and Sponsorship Options: 
 
Header Banner Ad: Ad will appear on homepage and above all articles on the Web 
site. Also includes social media promotion. ($400 per month) 

 



	 	
SIDEBAR BANNER AD        SPONSORED STORY 

			 	

Appears on homepage and 
alongside all articles on the 
site. Also includes social 
media promotion. 
Dimensions: 3.25 x 3.25 
($200 per month) 
	

Blog post written by the client 
with approval or in collaboration 
with the editor.  Appears on site 
home page with social media 
support and featured newsletter 
placement (5.5K+ subscribers). All 
posts will be shared on both 
PhillyTweens and Paige’s social 
media (5000+ FB and 12,700+ 
Twitter).  250-500 words. ($300) 
	


